OVER 3,200 FEET OF NEW BIKE LANES
THE EQUIVALENT OF 12 AVERAGE DOWNTOWN SEATTLE CITY BLOCKS

2 NEW SIDEWALKS ALONG 10 BLOCKS CONNECTING THE WATERFRONT TO BELLTOWN

46,000 INDIVIDUAL PLANTINGS
43 DIFFERENT SPECIES OF PLANTS

NEW PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT 5 LOCATIONS
- PINE ST
- LENORA ST
- BLANCHARD ST
- BELL ST
- WESTERN AVE

IMPROVED CONNECTION TO THE LENORA STREET PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

These numbers reflect Elliott Way, between Alaskan Way and Bell St, once complete and fully open. Some areas remain temporarily closed for construction of Overlook Walk.
ELLIOIT WAY
FUN FACTS HOW WE BUILT IT

**SUPPORT**
- Installed 77 soldier piles and 142 ground anchors to build roughly 900 feet of retaining wall, the equivalent of about 3 football fields.

**BRIDGE**
- 18 girders were placed over the railroad tracks, adding up to 150-feet in length and each weighing up to 75 tons, slightly more than the weight of the Endeavor Space Shuttle.

**STRENGTH**
- There's more than 1 million lbs of reinforcing steel inside the bridge over the railroad tracks, the weight of about 10 Boeing 737's.

**COMPLETE!**
- About 70-foot elevation difference between Alaskan Way and Bell St.

**THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF A FIVE STORY BUILDING**